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Five vintage cast iron door stops feature floral motifs made by
assorted makers. Stops range in size from 6" to 8" tall. Lot is sold
to benefit St. Jude's Children's Hospital.

CAST IRON DOOR STOPS -- ST. JUDE CHARITY LOT2

Includes a Mexican turquoise necklace on a 30" Italian herringbone
chain and a fan-shaped pin that can also be used as a pendant. All
three pieces are marked 925. Lot is sold to benefit the American
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. Total weight: 34.8
grams

STERLING SILVER JEWELRY -- ASPCA CHARITY LOT3

Assorted vintage linens including a twin matelasse coverlet, cotton
placemats, doilies, and more. Lot is sold to benefit CASA for
Children.

ASSORTED VINTAGE LINENS -- CASA CHARITY LOT4

Figural nude with drape retains the original RCR factory sticker
which reads "Cristallio al Piombo 24% - Italia." It stands 10" tall.

ROYAL CRYSTAL ROCK GLASS FIGURINE5

Silverplated vanity set includes beveled hand mirror (9-1/2" long),
hair brush, clothing brush, nail brush, and comb with tortoise shell
teeth (some are missing).

ANTIQUE VANITY SET6

Circa 1915 proof book was for a chapter of the proposed botanic
encyclopedias proposed by the Luther Burbank Society. Chapters
were sent out to members to read, edit and make comments on.
Also includes a Luther Burbank "his methods and Discovers and
their Practical Application, a Synopsis" pamphlet. Each measures
12-1/2" tall x 9-1/2" wide.

LUTHER BURBANK SOCIETY PROOF BOOK &
SYNOPSIS

7

Seven pieces of assorted antique cut glass including relish dishes,
nappy, lidded jar, and more. Longest piece measures 11" long.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE CUT GLASS8

Each measures approximately 12" tall.
THREE ANTIQUE BRASS PICTURE FRAMES9

Includes an 1820s book filled with mathematical rules, examples,
applications, equations, and more as well as an 1870s journal &
ledger belonging to a farmer's wife filled with grocery lists, accounts
of daily life, planting schedules, weather, and more. The larger
book measures 13" x 8-1/2".

TWO ANTIQUE LEDGERS10

LOT #

Christian Steinbach nutcracker was hand-crafted in Germany.
Hand-signed by the artist. It stands 18" tall and comes in the
original box.

STEINBACH "KING OF NUTCRACKERS"11

Limited edition "Taron Millennium" nutcracker hand-crafted in
Germany. Numbered 3679 and hand-signed. It stands 17-1/2" tall
and comes in the original box.

2000 ADRIAN TARON & SONS NUTCRACKER BY
STEINBACH

12

Includes three decanters and a cruet. The largest piece stands 14"
tall. All appear to be in good condition but most of the stoppers are
chipped.

ASSORTED GLASSWARE13

Five antique stoneware mixing bowls decorated with a cobalt
"Wildflower" motif. Includes a set of three nesting bowls ranging in
size from 5" to 7" across plus two others.

PRIMITIVE BRUSH McCOY "WILDFLOWER"
STONEWARE BOWL

14

Two pieces of antique stoneware decorated with a cobalt wildflower
pattern. Includes a rolling pin (15" long including the wooden
handles) and a covered butter crock (6" across).

PRIMITIVE BRUSH McCOY "WILDFLOWER"
STONEWARE

15

Three antique stoneware mixing bowls with paneled sides but no
visible maker's marks. The larger two measure 8-1/4" across and
the smaller bowl is 7-1/2" across.

PRIMITIVE SPONGEWARE MIXING BOWLS16

Includes a yellowware bowl advertising "It Pays to Mix with the
Farmers Co-Op Assn, Osceola, SD" (marked "Oven Ware - 8"), a
small bowl with a dark brown glaze, a lighter brown bowl marked
USA (8" across), and a spongeware bowl (9-1/2" across).

FOUR PRIMITIVE STONEWARE BOWLS17

Includes a blue & white stoneware pitcher decorated with a grape
motif (8" tall) and a circa 1915 Red Wing "Cherry Band" pitcher (6"
tall).

PRIMITIVE STONEWARE PITCHERS18

Three antique stoneware mixing bowls ranging in size from 6-1/4"
to 9" across.

THREE PRIMITIVE YELLOW WARE BOWLS19
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Includes platters, plates, candlesticks, salt & pepper shakers,
pitchers, and a sugar bowl. The largest platter measures 15"
across.

ASSORTED PEWTER WARE20

Approximately 23 pieces of assorted stone fruit including peaches,
pears, apples, bananas, cherries, oranges, and more.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE STONE FRUIT21

Six bunches of grapes ranging in size from 6" to 12" in overall
length.

ANTIQUE STONE FRUIT22

Six bunches of grapes ranging in size from 6" to 14" in overall
length.

ANTIQUE STONE FRUIT23

Bookends feature hand carved dogs and are marked "Made in
Italy." Each measures 5-1/2" tall x 8-1/2" long x 3-1/2" wide and
have signs of repair.

ANTIQUE ALABASTER IRISH SETTER BOOKENDS24

Antique candle lantern holds a single candlestick and measures
approximately 11" tall.

ANTIQUE CAST METAL CANDLE HOLDER25

Circa 1850s cast iron sewing bird designed to keep the fabric taut
while hand sewing. The figural bird clasps fabric in its beak and it
features a pin cushion above the table clamp. It measures
approximately 5" long.

VICTORIAN CAST IRON PIN SEWING BIRD26

Antique burl walnut writing box features a lift out tray, cubbies, ink
bottles, and lower under drawer with gold accents. It measures 6"
tall x 12" wide x 8-1/2" deep and appears to be in good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE WALNUT WRITING BOX27

Antique wood box with dome lid is wrapped in wallpaper on the
outside and lined with newspapers with references to New Haven,
Danbury, and New Milford, Connecticut with date evident of 1805.
It measures 5-1/2" tall x 12" wide x 7" deep.

CIRCA 1800s WALLPAPER COVERED BOX28

Six pairs of candle holders ranging in size from 4-3/4" to 9-1/4" tall.
ASSORTED BRASS CANDLESTICKS29

Candle holders range in size from 9" to 10" tall.
FOUR PAIRS OF BRASS CANDLESTICKS30

Seventeen single candle holders made of brass and wood ranging
in size from 2-3/4" to 10-1/4" tall.

ASSORTED CANDLESTICKS31

Includes a hollowed out book dated 1733, a wooden
chess/backgammon board, a metal lock box, and a wooden box
with a porcelain knob on the hinged lid (5" tall x 15" long x 6" wide).

ASSORTED ANTIQUE BOXES32

LOT #

Includes a silhouette of a lady dated 1825 in an oval leather frame,
one of a man in an old wood frame, and a group of four in a gilded
wood frame (9-5/8" x 8-5/8").

ANTIQUE HOLLOW CUT SILHOUETTES33

Male and female cutouts are hand embellished and mounted in
matching bird's eye maple frames. The woman is on paper
embossed with the Hubard Gallery seal. The man's portrait bears
the original Hubard Gallery paper label verso. Each frame
measures 14" tall x 10" wide.

PAIR OF ANTIQUE HUBARD GALLERY SILHOUETTE
CUT-OUTS

34

Includes four individually framed hollow cut silhouettes, a stipple
engraving signed "Doyle" and a pair of Colonial silhouette prints in
matching frames (7" x 6").

ANTIQUE SILHOUETTES35

Includes a gentleman with a top hat & cane dated 1840, another
hand embellished man titled "Mr. Kenning" lower right, and one
additional full length silhouette as well as three hand embellished
portrait cut outs. The largest frame measures 10-3/4" tall x 7-1/2"
wide.

ANTIQUE SILHOUETTE CUT OUTS36

Includes a cutout of a woman; a full-length cutout of a man, woman
and child on a pastel & black paint embellished background; a
stone lithograph of a family; and a print of a woman. The largest
frame measures 13-1/2" tall x 11-1/4" wide.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE SILHOUETTES37

Five framed portrait paintings in miniature including a pair of
children dated 1845. The largest frames measure approximately 6"
square.

ANTIQUE FRAMED MINIATURE PORTRAITS38

Both portraits appear to be hand-painted on paper. The larger
portrait depicts a gentleman and is dated on the back 1758 and
reads "Peter Jonas Bergins". It is signed by the artist illegibly on
the right side, just above the subject's shoulder. The smaller finely
painted portrait depicts a young woman with a high ruffled collar
and a cross around her neck. It does not appear to be dated. The
larger frame measures 4-1/4" tall x 3" wide.

TWO MINIATURE PORTRAITS39

Both tea pots appear to be unmarked and the larger stands 11" tall.
TWO SILVERPLATED TEA SERVERS40

Two antique candlestick holders including a 14-1/2" tall candelabra
which hold five candles and a single cast iron holder which
measures 9-1/2" tall.

TWO ANTIQUE CANDLE HOLDERS41

Two pieces of antique silverplate including a 12-1/2" coffee pot with
etched floral motif marked "Patented by Jas. Stimpson, 1854,
Extended for Seven Years," and a 10" teapot with flower finial
marked "Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co., Treble Plate." Both appear to

ANTIQUE COFFEE POT & TEA SERVER42
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be in good overall condition.

Vintage wall clock is battery operated and made from a Royal
Albert bone china dinner plate in the "Old Country Roses" pattern.
It measures 10-1/2" in diameter and comes with the original box.

VINTAGE ROYAL ALBERT BONE CHINA KITCHEN
CLOCK

43

Vintage candy dish features a metal dwarf base with mining stones
and a glass insert bowl. The base is marked "58". It measures 15"
in overall height and appears to be in nice condition.

VINTAGE GNOME FIGURAL COMPOTE44

Three-piece silver tea service in the "Buttercup" pattern by Gorham.
Includes teapot (2 pints), cream pitcher (7/8 pint), and covered
sugar bowl. All pieces are monogrammed, marked "Sterling" and
bear the Lion - Anchor - G hallmark. Total weight: 994

GORHAM "BUTTERCUP" STERLING SILVER TEA
SERVICE

45

Pitcher is marked "Sterling" and bears the hallmark of Mueck-Carey
Co., New York. It stands approximately 10" tall. Total weight: 534
grams

CIRCA 1940s STERLING SILVER WATER PITCHER46

Antique sterling silver flatware set including 14 butter knives, 11
dinner forks and 12 cocktail forks with 37 pieces total.  Forks have
been monogrammed.  Total weight: 928 grams (includes an
estimation of 14 grams for each hollow handled knife).

STERLING SILVER FLATWARE47

Eighteen pieces of Gorham sterling silver flatware in the "Norfolk"
pattern. Includes four serving spoons, eight teaspoons, and six
forks. All utensils are monogrammed ALH and bear the
Lion-Anchor-G hallmark. Total weight: 620 grams

ANTIQUE GORHAM "VILLA NORFOLK" STERLING
FLATWARE

48

Eleven circa 1900s round bowl soup spoons in the "Frontenac"
pattern by International Silver. Each monogrammed spoon
measures 6-7/8" long. All are marked "Sterling" and bear the
Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co. hallmark (used by International Silver
into the 20th century). Total weight: 500 grams

STERLING SILVER "FRONTENAC" GUMBO SPOONS49

Includes four dinner forks, four teaspoons, and four dinner knives.
Total weight: 364 grams (includes an estimation of 14 grams per
hollow handled dinner knife)

ALVIN STERLING "FRENCH SCROLL" FLATWARE50

Fifteen sterling silver utensils in assorted patterns. Includes
teaspoons, small sauce ladle, baby spoons, serving spoon, and a
fork. Total weight: 364 grams

ASSORTED STERLING SILVER FLATWARE51

Includes four Wallace "Kings" dinner knives, three Gorham
"Regent" dinner forks, a Gorham "Chantilly" youth fork & knife set,
and a set of five fruit knives. Total weight: 275 grams (includes an

ASSORTED ANTIQUE STERLING SILVER FLATWARE52

LOT #
estimation of 100 grams for the hollow handled knives)

Total weight (minus the glass) is 304 grams.
STERLING SILVER SERVING PIECES53

Includes four boxes of Lunt sterling silver napkin rings in the
"Wedding Ring" pattern.  Each ring is marked "Lunt Sterling, 760"
and weighs 18 grams. Total weight combined is 144 grams.

LUNT STERLING SILVER "WEDDING RING" NAPKIN
RINGS

54

Includes a pair of Otto Reichardt candlesticks, an Empire footed
bowl, and a Rogers candy or nut dishes. All four pieces are marked
"Sterling" and indicate they are weighted. The candle holders stand
10" tall.

STERLING SILVER HOLLOWARE (WEIGHTED)55

Triple plated holder has a clear EAPG insert and comes with tongs.
Castor stands approximately 10-3/4" tall.

VICTORIAN PICKLE CASTOR56

Harmonica in the key of C features sterling silver sides and was
made by Hohner in Germany for Tiffany & Co. The reverse side is
engraved with the numbers 1-10 and a logo that reads "the
imaginers." Comes in the original Tiffany velvet & satin
presentation case.

TIFFANY & CO. STERLING SILVER HARMONICA57

14k yellow gold ring features an emerald cut amethyst (12mm x
6mm) accented by 8 round channel set diamonds. The ring has flat
sides and is approximately a size 5-1/2. Total weight: 11.1 grams

AMETHYST & DIAMOND 14K GOLD RING58

14k yellow gold ring features an oval teal colored gem believed to
be tourmaline. The ring has flat sides and is approximately a size
5-1/2. Total weight: 9 grams

TOURMALINE 14K GOLD RING59

Assortment of men's vintage accessories including cuff links, tie
pars, button covers, and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE MEN'S ACCESSORIES60

Parabelle Glass 1999 crown paperweight. Alternating twisting
ribbons and latticino cascade from a pansy cane at the weight's
crest. This is a signed and dated artist's proof. The production
weights from Parabelle are excellent but the artist proofs,
especially those in the last years of production, are absolutely
amazing! They are without a doubt among the finest glass
paperweights ever made – the famous French glass houses of the
Classical Period aspired to make glass paperweights of this quality
and failed. This artist's proof was purchased directly from the artist,
Gary Scrutton (1937-2014), at his studio. It is in excellent condition.
Measures approximately 2-1/2" in diameter.

PARABELLE PAPERWEIGHT 1999 ARTIST'S PROOF61

Paperweight features a white flower enclosed in clear glass. It
shows surface pitting and has minor chips on the bottom.
Measures 2-3/8" across.

ANTIQUE PAPERWEIGHT62
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Antique hand carved Meerschaum pipe featuring a hunt theme with
dog and forest animal. The celluloid amber shows some wear due
to use. Comes in the original leather case embossed "C.P.F Best
Make" in the lining. Pipe measures 8-1/4" in length and appears to
be in good condition.

ANTIQUE MEERSCHAUM TOBACCO PIPE63

Black Americana figural clay pipe is marked "Bon Fumeur" on one
side and "Tabaco" on the other. The stem is marked
"Goedewaagen, Gouda." It measures approximately 5-1/2" long.

ANTIQUE DUTCH FIGURAL CLAY PIPE64

Three whale's teeth ranging in size from 4" to 6" in length.
ANTIQUE WHALE TEETH65

Vintage limited edition figure number 17-20 of Revolutionary War
patriot Nathan Hale is mounted on a base with plaque which reads
"I only regret that I have but one life to lose for my country, Nathan
Hale, 1755-1776." It comes with original Sculptor's Certificate and
Embassy presentation paperwork. Statue measures 11" tall.

NATHAN HALE FIGURINE ON BASE66

Burmese Buddha features a rich green verdigris and stands 12-3/4"
tall. Comes with certificate of authenticity from Wandee Antique in
Thailand.

17TH CENTURY BURMESE BUDDHA STATUE67

Ayudhaya Buddha stands 8" tall (including the wooden base).
Comes with certificate of authenticity from Wandee Antique in
Thailand.

17TH CENTURY THAI BUDDHA FIGURE68

Lampoon Buddha head stands 6-1/4" tall (including the wooden
base). Comes with certificate of authenticity from Wandee Antique
in Thailand.

17TH CENTURY THAI BUDDHA HEAD69

Stands 5" tall including the wooden base.
CARVED HARDSTONE GODDESS FIGURE70

Two carved sandstone heads depicting the face of Buddha. One
stands 4-1/2" tall and the other is 5-1/2" tall.

TWO ANTIQUE THAI BUDDHA HEADS71

Small lidded trinket box features a brass exterior and silver interior.
The lid is etched with a leaf motif, has embossed writing, and is
topped with a pinecone finial. The bottom is engraved with
characters. Dish measures approximately 1-1/4" to the top of the
finial x 3-1/4" across.

ANTIQUE ASIAN COVERED BOX72

Both bottles are Incised with figures in boats in landscape scenes
as well as elaborate calligraphy. The stoppers and carved spoons
are both intact. Character signed on the bottom. Bottles stand
3-1/2" tall and come in a satin lined box.

PAIR OF ANTIQUE SCRIMSHAW SNUFF BOTTLES73

LOT #

Includes a character signed ginger jar, large cobalt decorated
teapot with bail handle (8" tall), circa 1870s character signed bowl,
and a tea cup.

FOUR PIECES OF ASIAN POTTERY74

Beautiful set of Asian pottery dishes decorated with a floral and
bird motif. Includes a serving platter (10" x 12") and ten side plates
(7" x 8-1/2"). The platter is character marked and the set appears to
be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE ASIAN SERVING SET75

Four Japanese pottery dishes including two bowls with floral
enameling (one is chipped), one 5" dish with gold accents and
character marks, and a 6" bowl with a scalloped rim and pedestal
base.

ANTIQUE IMARI DISHES76

Antique terra cotta figure in the style of Jomon period dogu. It
stands 9-1/2" tall.

JAPANESE DOGU CLAY STATUE77

Antique terra cotta figure in the style of Jomon period dogu. It
stands 12" tall.

JAPANESE DOGU CLAY STATUE78

Two cloisonne vases with stands -- in their original box. The vases
feature a chrysanthemum and floral motif on blue ground. They
retain the original factory sticker which reads "Zi Jin Cheng." The
box bears a paper label which reads "Made in the People's
Republic of China." Each vase measures 7" tall (not including the
rosewood stand).

PAIR OF HANDMADE CLOISONNE VASES79

Eight assorted boxes including Victorian jewelry casket, Tibetan
prayer wheel, a melon jar, and more. Pieces range in size from
1-1/4" to 4" across.

ASSORTED BOHEMIAN & VICTORIAN TRINKET BOXES80

Classic Dairi-bina Imperial Couple for the Hina-matsuri Girl’s Day
celebration, kokin-bina style. Each measures approximately 9" tall x
8-1/4" wide x 6" deep (including the base).

GOFUN MEIJI HINA JAPANESE DOLLS81

Asian dragon turtle is promoted as a positive ornament in Feng
Shui, symbolizing courage, determination, fertility, longevity, power,
success, and support. Figure is character signed and stands 6" tall
x 11" long.

CHINESE CARVED HARDSTONE LONGGUI82

Pot features an embossed bamboo and floral motif and stands 7"
to the top of the finial.

ANTIQUE ASIAN PEWTER TEA KETTLE83

Eleven assorted pottery and china cups (many character signed)
come with a dozen wooden stands. Cups range in size from 1-1/2"
to 2-1/4" tall.

ASIAN TEA & SAKE CUPS WITH STANDS84
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Eight octagonal plates featuring a hand-painted floral motif. Plates
measure 6-3/4" x 8" and appear to be unmarked.

ANTIQUE ASIAN POTTERY PLATES85

Vintage Chinese plates in "jaune" yellow, with raised motif, oriental
floral and geometric design, and 4 cartouche of Chinese
characters, meaning Longevity, Luck, & Happiness. The rim has a
turquoise and multicolor Greek key border design. All hand painted.
They are character signed and marked Made in China. Each
measures 9" across and all appear to be in very nice condition.

FOUR CHINESE MUN SHOU PLATES86

Includes a print depicting a mama panda with her cub titled
"Moving Day" and signed lower right Betsy Fowh and one with an
impressed image of a horse. Both are matted and framed under
glass. The larger frame measures 9" square.

TWO PIECES OF ASIAN ARTWORK87

Both have character marks on the bottom and retain the original
factory sticker which reads "Andrea by Sadek, Made in Japan." The
larger cat measures 3-1/2" tall x 9" long and the smaller kitty is 2"
tall x 6" long.

TWO KUTANI CAT FIGURINES88

Two gorgeous Asian cloisonne 'pigeon's blood' vases feature floral
motifs measuring 9-1/2" and 7-1/2" tall. Both appear to be in very
nice overall condition.

TWO ANTIQUE JAPANESE AKASUKE CLOISONNE
VASES

89

Includes one decorated with blossoms and birds (21-1/2" wide x
68" long) and the other with brushwork calligraphy (17" wide x 61"
long).

TWO ASIAN SCROLLS90

Pottery figurine is a replica of a clay funerary vessel, with warrior,
riding on horseback, which was excavated in 1924 from an ancient
Silla tomb Geumnyeongchong (“Tomb of Gold Bell”) in Gyeongju,
North Gyeongsang. It measures 10" tall x 12" long.

KOREAN SILLA FUNERARY VESSEL REPLICA91

Six Japanese clay replicas of funerary objects from the Kofun
period. Includes warrior, horse, shaman, woman, and others
ranging in size from 7" to 10-1/2" tall. Pieces appear to be in good
overall condition with some minor chips.

ANTIQUE HANIWA TERRA COTTA FIGURES92

Circa early 1800s meat platter and bowl are marked "Davenport
Stone China" are decorated in chinoiserie style with a stork amidst
flower. Platter measures 12" tall x 16-1/2" wide. (Bowl has been
repaired)

ANTIQUE DAVENPORT CHINA PLATTER & BOWL93

Brass teapot features a decorative handle and measures 7-1/2" tall.
ANTIQUE BRASS TEA KETTLE94

LOT #

Antique teapot measures 8-1/2" tall x 7" wide with some signs of
age and patina.

ANTIQUE COPPER TEA KETTLE95

Two antique ethnic figurines each measure approximately 8" tall.
TWO ANTIQUE FIGURES96

Assorted antique Asian figurines including four Mud Men (tallest
measures 4" tall) marked "China" and two hand carved Netsuke
(tallest measures 2" tall) with character marks.

ANTIQUE ASIAN FIGURES97

Vintage Asian carved cork diorama features a Chinese scene with
pagodas, cranes, trees, and more with original "Made in China" and
"San You" factory stickers. It measures 9" tall x 18" wide x 3" deep.

VINTAGE CHINESE CORK CARVING DIORAMA98

Two antique Asian food baskets including a red lacquer wooden
food basket measuring 14" tall to the top of the handle (character
marks under the lid) and a woven grain basket measuring 15" in
diameter. Both appear to be in good overall condition.

TWO ANTIQUE ASIAN FOOD BASKETS99

Antique hammered copper pot features large, oversized flat
handles with lid. It measures 12" tall x 8" across and appears to be
in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE ASIAN HAMMERED COPPER POT100

Three antique Rose Medallion platters including two ovals (largest
measures 13-1/2" across) and a round. Both ovals are chipped on
the rim.

THREE ANTIQUE ROSE MEDALLION SERVING
PLATTERS

101

Assorted antique Rose Medallion and more marked "Made in
China" including 8-1/4" tall brush pot, teapot, plates, cups, saucers
and spoons.

ANTIQUE ROSE MEDALLION CHINA102

Foot washing basin appears to be unmarked and features a
celadon green crazed finish. It measures 6" tall x 19" wide and
appears to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE ASIAN CELADON FOOTBATH103

Incudes a beautiful gold decorated pedestal server (broken handle)
and a Rose Medallion soup tureen (broken handle). Both measure
approximately 5" tall.

TWO ANTIQUE ASIAN DISHES - AS FOUND104

It stands 22" to the top of the figural finial.

ANTIQUE MIDDLE EASTERN HAMMERED COPPER
BRAZIER

105

Vintage jewelry chest features three drawers behind two doors,
brass hardware, red lacquer finish, and the original "Made in China,
306" tag. It measures 7" tall x 5-1/2" wide x 4" deep and appears to
be in good overall condition.

VINTAGE RED LACQUER CHINESE JEWELRY BOX106
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Includes a small rosewood knick-knack shelf, black lacquer box,
wooden box, and a carved wooden figure (5" tall). The display rack
measures 9" tall x 11" wide x 2-1/2" deep.

ASSORTED ASIAN COLLECTIBLES107

Box appears to be made of walnut with burled accents. It measures
4" tall x 9-3/4" long x 9-3/4" wide.

ANTIQUE MARQUETRY INLAID BOX108

Two antique Asian scrolls including one paper on silk  scroll
features a hillside scene with character writing. The other appears
to be paper with brushwork tree scene and character marks. Each
measures approximately 18" wide.

TWO ANTIQUE ASIAN SCROLLS109

Clothing is made of finely woven coconut husks to create a cape,
skirt, and hat. It appears to be a child's size and in very nice
condition.

ANTIQUE CHINESE RAINCOAT & HAT110

Paintings are character signed. They are matted and mounted
under glass in matching frames that measure 15" tall x 17" wide.

PAIR OF ASIAN WATERCOLORS111

Paintings are character signed. They are matted and mounted
under glass in matching frames that measure 20-1/2" tall x 13"
wide.

FRAMED ASIAN ARTWORK112

Pair of limited edition abstract woodblock prints are pencil signed
and dated by the artist Fumio Fujita (Japan, 1933 - ). One is
number 53/200 and the other is 100/200. Each measures 14" tall x
10" wide and are matted & mounted behind glass in frames
measuring 20" tall x 14"' wide.

1970 SIGNED FUMIO FUJITA ABSTRACT WOODBLOCK
PRINTS

113

Vintage limited edition silkscreen print is signed in pencil Masaaki
Tanaka (Tokyo, Japan 1947 - ), dated 1972, and number 42/50 . It
measures 30" tall x 21" wide and is mounted behind glass in a
frame measuring 38" tall x 28" wide.

LIMITED EDITION MASAAKI TANAKA SILKSCREEN
PRINT

114

Vintage limited edition silkscreen print is signed in pencil Masaaki
Tanaka (Tokyo, Japan 1947 - ), titled Nebuta Festival, Aomori
Pref., 1974 and is number 22/100. It measures 30" tall x 21" wide
visible and is mounted behind glass in a frame measuring 38" tall x
28" wide.

LIMITED EDITION MASAAKI TANAKA SILKSCREEN
PRINT

115

Antique Asian wood carved relief depicts a battle scene. It is
mounted in a frame which measures 25" tall x 16" wide.

ANTIQUE CHINESE GILDED CARVED WOOD PANEL116

LOT #

Enameled copper artwork depicts two ancient opposing forces
about to battle. It is mounted in a wood frame measuring 14" tall x
23" wide.

ANTIQUE ENAMELED COPPER ART PIECE117

Watercolor painting drawn across three pages of paper depicts a
scene of what appears to be a traveling army. Scene includes a
very large group of men, fleeing women, and some animals.
Character signed and dated lower left. Artist signature believed to
be lower right and an artwork title upper right. Painting measures
12-1/2" x 27-1/2" visible and is mounted under glass in a frame
measuring 20" tall x 34" wide.

FRAMED ASIAN WATERCOLOR118

Four pieces of assorted Asian embroidered fabric artwork in
matching bamboo style frames measuring approximately 10."

FOUR PIECES OF ASIAN EMBROIDERY119

Cast metal horse figure is hollow and features gold paint patina. It
measures 14" tall x 14" wide x 6" deep.

CAST METAL HORSE MOUNTED FIGURE120

Vase is hand-painted with a landscape scene and is character
signed. It stands 11" tall.

BLUE & WHITE ASIAN VASE121

Vase features an embossed floral motif and stands 11-3/4" tall. It is
character signed.

EMBOSSED ASIAN VASE122

Vase features eight faceted sides and is decorated with a bamboo
motif. It stands 12-1/2" tall and is character signed.

OCTAGONAL ASIAN VASE123

Japanese handled vase is decorated with a floral and scenic motif.
It is signed Nishiki Royal Nippon and stands 12" tall.

ROYAL NIPPON NISHIKI VASE124

Circa 1920s Asian vase features beautiful floral motif with
enameled accents. It is marked "Hand Painted, Miyako, Japan" and
measures 12" tall.

ANTIQUE MIYAKO JAPAN HAND PAINTED VASE125

Vase features four handles and an incised design of lotus flowers.
In the style of Koryo Dynasty, first half of 12th century. Character
signed. It stands 12" tall and appears to be in very nice overall
condition.

KOREAN CELADON VASE126

Vase is decorated with a bamboo motif and stands 12-1/4" tall. It
does not appear to be signed.

ANTIQUE ASIAN VASE127

Measures 13" tall x 11" across.
ANTIQUE CAST METAL TEA KETTLE128

Includes 24 Chinese porcelain dishes in "jaune" yellow. Includes six
9" dinner plates, four 6" bread plates, 8 rice bowls, one sake cup
and 5 sauce bowls. Pieces are character signs and numbered on

VINTAGE CHINESE FAMILLE JUANE YELLOW DISHES129
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the bottom and all appear to be in good condition.

Antique hand painted platter features Chinese scenes with roses,
birds and gatherings. Platter measures 13-1/2" x 16-1/2" and
appears to be in very good condition.

ANTIQUE ROSE MEDALLION PLATTER130

Antique hand painted bowl features Chinese scenes with roses,
birds and gatherings. Bowl measures 4-1/2" tall x 11" wide and
appears to be in very good condition.

ANTIQUE ROSE MEDALLION BOWL131

Antique hand painted dish features Chinese scenes with roses,
birds and gatherings. Covered dish measures 4" tall x 10" wide and
appears to be in very good condition.

ANTIQUE ROSE MEDALLION COVERED DISH132

Table features a folding wooden body with dragon head details and
two engraved brass removable trays. It stands 24" tall x 22" across
and appears to be in very nice overall condition.

CHINESE BRASS TWO-TIERED TRAY TABLE133

Antique Chinese stacking cabinet is four pieces with two main
cabinets featuring beautiful hand painted floral designs and original
hardware. It measures 49" tall x 32" wide x 18" deep and appears
to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE ASIAN RED PAINTED STACKING CABINET134

Antique Asian footed planter features embossed dragons on the
sides with tiger open mouth handles and character mark. It
measures 8" tall x 16" wide (handle to handle) x 11" deep and
appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE CHINESE BRASS JARDINIERE135

Antique Asian chest features five drawers, and original hardware
with incised medallion motif on each drawer. It measures 40" tall x
33" wide x 17" deep and appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE JAPANESE KIRI TANSU136

Set of four tables are painted red with Asian scenes painted on top.
Largest table measures 28" tall x 20" wide x 13-1/2" deep and the
set appears to be in good overall condition with wear to the finish.

ANTIQUE ASIAN NESTING SIDE TABLES137

Two-tiered octagonal side table or plant stand features brass straps
and medallions. It stands 23" tall x 18" wide x 15" deep and
appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE ASIAN SIDE TABLE138

19th century Asian funa bako or ship safe chest features four
interior drawers behind locking door with ornate iron hardware. It
measures 13-3/4" tall x 10-3/4" wide x 15-1/2" deep and appears to
be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE JAPANESE SHIP SAFE CHEST139

Antique Asian Zenibako or money box is made of solid keyaki
wood. It is believed to be either circa 1841(emoji period) or 1887
(Edo period) according to accompanying provenance notes. It
measures 13" tall x 12" wide x 18" long and appears to be in nice

CIRCA 1800s JAPANESE KEYAKI WOOD MONEY BOX140

LOT #
overall condition.

Antique side table features a lattice work top with fold down side
for storing items inside (bottom is lined with an Asian paper). Table
includes an added glass top and measures 12" tall x 14-1/2"
square. Lot also includes a slate box filled with rocks.

ANTIQUE ASIAN SIDE TABLE141

Antique Korean cabinet is made with beautiful burl hardwood front
panels and features central doors in each section with decorative
brass plating. It measures 35" tall x 22" wide x 13" deep and
appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE KOREAN TWO-SECTION CHEST WITH STAND142

Cupboard features a single exterior drawer above a lower cabinet
with an interior felt-lined drawer and single shelf. It has beautiful
gadrooned edges, paneled sides, and applied molding. It stands
45" tall x 23-1/2" wide x 24" deep and appears to be in very nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY CABINET143

Antique mahogany arm chair with carved face and features. Chair
measures 37" tall x 23" wide x 20" deep and appears to be in very
good condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY NORTHWIND CHAIR144

Copper colored brass recast figure is titled "Tempete" by French
listed artist Virgile Morey and features a seaman during a storm. It
measures 20" tall.

VIRGILE MOREY RECAST "TEMPETE" STATUE145

Table features a carved and turned pedestal base with four paw
feet. The top folds open and swivels to convert from a console
table to a tea/game/card table. It measures 30" tall x 36" wide x 18"
deep when folded up (36" square playing surface when open) and
appears to be in very nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY FOLDING CARD TABLE146

Chair features a portrait carvings on the crest, walnut burl accents,
and padded upholstered seat and back. It measures 38-1/2" tall
and appears to be in very nice overall condition.

VICTORIAN WALNUT PARLOR CHAIR147

Circa 1950s Fenton cased satin cranberry glass lamp is in the
"Daisy and Fern" pattern. It measures 10-1/2" tall.

FENTON "DAISY & FERN" TABLE LAMP148

Cupboard features a single exterior drawer above a lower cabinet
with an interior lower drawer. It has beautiful gadrooned edges,
paneled sides, and applied molding. It stands 45" tall x 23-1/2"
wide x 24" deep and appears to be in very nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY CABINET149

Antique oil painting is a portrait of Jerome Bonaparte signed "J.
Gunerson, 1916 - after Gilbert Stuart." The canvas is mounted
directly to a frame measuring 37" tall x 25" wide.

ANTIQUE JEROME BONAPARTE OIL ON CANVAS150
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Secretary features three upper shelves (both open and enclosed
behind an arched glass paneled door), a faux top drawer with a
fold-out writing surface and interior cubbies, and three wide lower
drawers. It measures 84" tall x 39" wide x 17" deep and appears to
be in good overall condition (missing hardware from the bottom
drawer).

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY SECRETARY DESK WITH HUTCH151

Bed features beautiful carved scroll accents and consists of
headboard, footboard, and original wood side rails. Headboard
measures 48" tall x 58" wide and bed appears to be in very nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY BED152

Wall mirror was manufactured by Williamsport Furniture Co. in
Williamsport, PA. It features etched accents and carved mahogany
trim. It measures 43" tall x 56" wide and appears to be in very nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY TRIMMED WALL MIRROR153

Nightstand set was manufactured by Williamsport Furniture Co. in
Williamsport, PA. circa 1940s. They feature two drawers, carved
accents, and cabriole legs. Each measures 29-1/2" tall x 18" wide x
15" deep and both appear to be in very nice overall condition, with
the exception of one small blemish on the top left corner on one
nightstand.

PAIR OF ANTIQUE MAHOGANY NIGHT STANDS154

Highboy dresser was manufactured by Williamsport Furniture Co.
in Williamsport, PA. The chest has beautiful carved accents and
features three upper drawers with two side cabinets above four
lower drawers. It measures 57" tall x 40" wide x 19" deep and has
been restored.

1940s ANTIQUE MAHOGANY CHEST ON CHEST155

Floor lamp stands 55-1/2" tall and appears to be in good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE BRIDGE LAMP156

Antique oil painting of a woman's portrait appears to be unsigned,
but retains a framing tag which reads "Hugh Paton, Printer,
Printseller, and Picture Dealer" in Edinburgh. It measures 30" tall x
24-1/2" wide and is mounted in a frame measuring 36" tall x 31"
wide.

ANTIQUE SCOTTISH OIL ON CANVAS PORTRAIT157

Cut glass mushroom table lamps each stand 20" tall. Both appear
to be in very nice overall condition.

PAIR OF VINTAGE BOUDOIR LAMPS158

Antique oil painting depicts a young boy holding a cat.  It appears
to be signed lower right "L. Ray".  It measures  33" x 22" visible and
is mounted in a period frame measuring 40" tall x 29" wide.

ANTIQUE BOY WITH CAT OIL ON BOARD159

LOT #

Gold gilt frame features an embossed eagle at the top. It measures
32" tall x 18" wide.

ANTIQUE FEDERAL GILDED MIRROR160

Antique painting features a grand building on the shore with waves
crashing below. It measures 4-1/2" tall x 6-1/2" wide and is
mounted in a gold gilt frame which measures 7-1/2" tall x 9-1/2"
wide.

ANTIQUE OIL ON BOARD161

Antique oil painting depicts a small village inlet on the water and
appears to be unsigned. There is an F.O. Bailey Co. Inc., Portland,
Maine shop sticker verso. It measures 13" tall x 16" wide and is
mounted in a frame measuring 18" tall x 21" wide.

FRAMED ANTIQUE OIL ON CANVAS162

Vintage oil painting on canvas board features a street corner scene
and bears the mark of Aimee Erickson (Paris/California, 1967 - )
lower left. It measures 8" tall x 10" wide and is mounted in a frame
measuring 12" tall x 13-1/2" wide.

AIMEE ERICKSON "AROUND THE CORNER" OIL ON
BOARD

163

Fan screen measures 27" tall x 35" wide when expanded. It
appears to be in nice overall condition.

FOLDING BRASS FIREPLACE SCREEN164

Clock features a porcelain dial and ornately carved oak case with a
lion's head on the crest and fluted columns. The pendulum,
weights, and face all match. It measures 57" tall x 21" wide x 9"
deep and appears to be in very nice overall condition.

GUSTAV BECKER 3-WEIGHT GRAND SONNERIE WALL
CLOCK

165

Antique dessert server is perfect for displaying decorative
collectibles. It measures 36" tall x 15" wide and appears to be in
very nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE THREE TIERED MAHOGANY CAKE STAND166

Antique oil painting depicts Venice along a waterway street. It
appears to be signed lower right "Dathana". It measures 12" x 24"
and is mounted in a period frame measuring 15" tall x 27" wide.

ANTIQUE OIL ON CANVAS LANDSCAPE167

Cast metal allegorical statue has a bronze finish and depicts a
winged cherub holding a pot overhead and standing on a
three-footed base adorned with portrait faces, shells, and acanthus
leaves. It does not appear to be signed and stands 26-1/2" tall.

ANTIQUE PUTTO SCULPTURE168

Antique sideboard features a mirrored back and a lower center
cabinet with a mirrored door flanked by two smaller cupboards
below open shelves. It measures 72" tall x 51" wide x 18-1/2" deep
and appears to be in nice overall condition.

VICTORIAN WALNUT BUFFET169
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Antique Civil War print by artist William Bartlett of Bunker Hill. It is
matted and mounted behind glass in a frame measuring 19-1/2" tall
x 25-1/2" wide.

ANTIQUE FRAMED "HILL" PRINT BY BARLETT170

Cabinet features a single glass paneled door, four adjustable
interior shelves, and bun feet. It measures 68" tall x 31-1/2" wide x
20" deep and appears to be in very nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY BOOKCASE171

Antique sideboard features an upper cabinet and mirrored back,
marble top, and two lower drawers and cupboards with burled
panels. It measures 92" tall x 53-1/2" wide x 23" deep and appears
to be in very nice overall condition.

VICTORIAN MARBLE-TOPPED WALNUT BUFFET172

Antique double drop leaf table features drawers on each side,
pedestal base with splayed legs and brass tipped feet. It measures
28" tall x 29" deep x 26" wide with the 14" leaves down (can extend
to 52" with the leaves raised). Table retains the original "This piece
was Hand Made in the workshops of Charak Furniture Co., number
1911 made in Year 1931."

1930s MAHOGANY DOUBLE DROP LEAF TABLE173

Antique carved side chair has been painted white and features
padded and upholstered seat and back rest. It measures 38" tall x
19" wide x 18" deep.

ANTIQUE FRENCH PROVINCIAL PARLOR CHAIR174

Antique side table features carved cabriole legs with black marble
top It measures 18" tall x 25" wide x 16" deep and appears to be in
nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE WALNUT MARBLE TOPPED OCCASIONAL
TABLE

175

Oval library table features a single drawer and beautiful double
pedestals. It measures 30-1/2" tall x 54" wide x 36" deep and
appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY LIBRARY TABLE176

Lamp features a cranberry glass font on a milk glass base and
stands 21" tall to the top of the chimney. It appears to be in nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE OIL LAMP177

Table features a double drop leaf banded top with rounded corners
over a single drawer (faux drawer in the back), square column, and
brass claw capped castors. It measures 27" tall x 26" deep x 27"
wide with leaves down (approximately 48" with both leaves raised)
and appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY DOUBLE DROP LEAF SIDE
TABLE

178

Antique corner seat has nice floral upholstery and is in good
condition. Chair measures 30" tall x 26" wide and 33" deep.

ANTIQUE WALNUT CORNER CHAIR179

LOT #

Tables range in size from 22" tall x 18" wide x 12" deep to 24" tall x
24" wide x 18" deep. Tables retain the "Imperial, Grand Rapids,
Mich." label and appear to be in nice condition.

SET OF THREE ANTIQUE NESTING TABLES180

Antique crotch mahogany credenza buffet features two center
dovetailed drawers with side cabinets, original hardware, and
turned legs. It measures 37" tall x 66" wide x 21" deep and appears
to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE FLAME MAHOGANY SIDEBOARD181

Music cabinet features a mirrored back, single door, and 5 interior
shelves. It measures 44-1/2" tall x 20" wide x 16" deep and appears
to be in good overall condition with some wear to the top.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY MUSIC CABINET182

Antique tea service is marked "Silver on Copper" and includes tray,
teapot creamer, sugar with lid and open sugar. Tray measures 24"
long x 13" wide.

ANTIQUE SILVER ON COPPER TEA SERVICE183

Antique console table features wood backsplash, lower shelf, two
dovetailed drawers, and original hardware. It measures 37" tall x
48" wide x 20" deep and appears to be in very nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY CONSOLE TABLE184

Antique lamp table features carved walnut base and rouge marble
top. It measures 30" tall x 30" wide x 20" deep and appears to be in
nice overall condition.

VICTORIAN MARBLE-TOPPED PARLOR TABLE185

Side table was manufactured by Colony House, Washington, D.C.
It has a single drawer, double drop leaves, and satinwood inlays.
Table stands 27" tall x 17" wide with leaves down (34" with both
leaves up) x 23" deep and appears to be in good overall condition
with some wear to the top.

MAHOGANY PEMBROKE DOUBLE DROP LEAF SIDE
TABLE

186

Antique Ansonia mantel clock features a black adamantine case,
brass feet, and column embellishment. It measures 9-1/2" tall x 11"
wide x 5" deep and has been converted to battery operated.

ANTIQUE ANSONIA SHELF CLOCK187

Antique Seth Thomas shelf clock features a rosewood adamantine
case, lion's head handles, and brass feet with partial paper label. It
measures 11" tall x 14" wide x 7" wide and comes with pendulum
and key.

ANTIQUE SETH THOMAS ADAMANTINE MANTEL
CLOCK

188

Antique mantel clock features an oak case with movement marked
"Kienzle." It measures 12-1/2" tall x 11" wide x 5-1/2" deep and
comes with pendulum and key.

ANTIQUE KIENZLE SHELF CLOCK189
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Early 20th century French style loveseat features a walnut carved
frame with padded seat and back. It measures 33" tall x 54" long x
26" deep and appears to be in good overall condition with some
signs of wear and use.

ANTIQUE LOUIS XVI MAISON JANSEN STYLE SETTEE190

Finely knotted wool carpet is hand woven in Iran and features a
cream field and medallion center with blue and rust colors. It
measures 6'7" long x 4'' wide and appears to be in nice overall
condition with some minor moth damage on the edges.

OCHRE HAND WOVEN ACCENT RUG191

Floor lamp features double socket, claw feet, metal tassel pulls and
pleated silk lampshade. It measures 62" tall and appears to be in
good overall condition.

ANTIQUE BRASS FLOOR LAMP192

Hand-painted with a geometric design, the table is crafted from
volcanic stone on a wrought iron base. The volcanic stone is an
extremely tough material, much stronger than regular ceramic and
rendering beautiful colors. It is fade, frost and sun resistant,
therefore ideal for indoor or outdoor use. It measures 30" tall x 84"
long x 36" wide and appears to be in excellent overall condition.

SPECTACULAR ITALIAN VOLCANIC STONE TABLE193

Ornate candlestick holder features center pedestal with four arms.
It measures 21" tall and appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE BRASS CANDELABRA194

Round Federal style dining table comes with three 12" skirted
leaves and a protective glass top. The table stands 30" tall x 60"
across (can extend up to 96" long). It appears to be in very nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY DINING TABLE195

Set of six George III style ladder back dining chairs consists of one
arm chair and five side chairs. Each stands 40" tall.

SET OF SIX MAHOGANY DINING CHAIRS196

Set George III style ladder back dining chairs consists of one arm
chair and five side chairs. Each stands 40" tall.

SET OF SIX MAHOGANY DINING CHAIRS197

Persian hand-tied wool carpet features a red ground with repeated
medallion pattern. It measures approximately 81" square and
appears to be in very nice overall condition.

VINTAGE BOKHARA AREA RUG198

Finely knotted wool carpet is hand woven in Iran and features a
blue field and medallion center with cream and rust colors. It
measures 7' long x 4' 10" wide and appears to be in nice overall
condition (comes with carpet pad).

NAVY HAND WOVEN ACCENT RUG199

Antique buffet circa late 1800s features three cabinets (one with
single shelf), brass ormolu in swags, facial cartouche and French
crossed torch motifs. It measures 37" tall x 64" wide x 18" deep and
appears to be in good overall condition with some wear to the

ANTIQUE FRENCH LOUIS XVI SIDEBOARD200

LOT #
veneer.

Circa 1940 blanket chest features turned feet and back. It
measures 25" tall x 45" long x 19-1/2" wide and appears to be in
good overall condition with some wear to the finish.

ANTIQUE CEDAR BLANKET CHEST201

Finely knotted wool carpet features a muted blue/gray field and
medallion center with cream and rose colors. It measures 5'5" long
x 3'8" wide and appears to be in good overall condition (comes with
carpet pad).

BLUE/GRAY HAND KNOTTED ACCENT RUG202

Coffee table features book-matched mahogany with satinwood
inlaid marquetry and brass ormolu accents. It measures 14" tall x
39-1/2" long x 20" wide and appears to be in very nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE INLAID MARQUETRY COFFEE TABLE203

Finely knotted wool carpet is hand woven in Iran and features a
black field and medallion center with blue and red colors. It
measures 5'2" long x 3'5"' wide and appears to be in nice overall
condition (comes with carpet pad).

BLACK HAND WOVEN ACCENT RUG204

Antique hutch is made of walnut with burled accents and features
floral carvings, marble top, two lower drawers and a single shelf
inside the cabinet. It measures 84" tall x 43" wide x 19" deep and
appears to be in nice overall condition.

VICTORIAN EASTLAKE WALNUT SIDEBOARD205

Antique federal style drop front desk features four serpentine lower
drawers, two upper shelves behind glass doors, and multiple
interior cubbies. It measures 79" tall x 34" wide x 18" deep and
appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE WALNUT SECRETARY WITH HUTCH206

Hanging light fixture features three inner sockets, four outer
sockets, and five rows of hanging glass prisms. It measures
approximately 26" tall x 15" wide and appears to be in good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE CHANDELIER207

Walnut hall mirror features molded crown, fluted columns, and a
green marble shelf. It stands 94" tall x 45" wide x 18-1/2" deep and
appears to be in very nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE PIER MIRROR208

Cupboard features two mirrored doors, interior hooks and
adjustable shelves, and a lower exterior drawer. It measures 87"
tall x 53" wide x 20" deep and appears to be in nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY WARDROBE209

Antique table top dressing mirror circa 1920s by Sterling Furniture
Company. Small hand painted French motif at the top and bun
feet. Mirror stands 24" tall x 23" wide x 8" deep and appears to be
in very good condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY DRESSING MIRROR210
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Globe-Wernicke quarter sawn oak sectional bookcase consists of
four D-8-1/2 units, ogee top, and base with drawer. Most pieces
retain their original paper label. Stacking barrister's bookcase
measures 54" tall x 34" wide x 13" deep and appears to be in good
overall condition.

ANTIQUE GLOBE-WERNICKE 4-STACK LAWYER'S
BOOKCASE

211

Antique Henry Jones Chalford tall case clock is weight driven with
time, strike, and calendar. It features an oak case and measures
78" tall x 16" wide x 9-1/2" deep. Clock appears to be in good
overall condition.

PRIMITIVE ENGLISH GRANDFATHER CLOCK212

Finely knotted wool entry carpet is hand woven in Iran and features
a dark blue field and with cream and rose colors. It measures 5'5"
long x 3'7" wide and appears to be in nice overall condition (comes
with carpet pad).

ROSE HAND WOVEN THROW RUG213

Antique walnut wardrobe features three doors, beveled mirror.
multiple interior shelves, carved floral accents, and turned feet. It
measures 91" tall x 68" wide x 22" deep and appears to be in nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE WALNUT WARDROBE214

Primitive country cupboard features two adjustable interior shelves
behind two paneled doors. Cabinet measures 73" tall x 48" wide x
20" deep and appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE PAINTED PINE CUPBOARD215

Elaborate antique frame comes with a print of "The Blue Boy,"
originally painted by Thomas Gainsborough. Frame measures
24-1/2" tall x 21-1/2" wide.

ANTIQUE FRAME WITH "BLUE BOY" PRINT216

Antique walnut "chifforette" from National Furniture Company,
Mount Airy, NC circa 1930s. Cabinet has one outer top drawer and
four interior drawers. Cabinet appears to be in very good condition
and has a warm cherry finish with dainty hand painted French
florals. This piece stands 44" tall x 34" wide and 20" deep.

ANTIQUE FRENCH DRESSING CABINET217

Bed features spoon carved scroll accents and consists of
headboard, footboard, and original wood side rails. Headboard
measures 75" tall x 62" wide and bed appears to be in very nice
overall condition.

VICTORIAN EASTLAKE WALNUT BED218

Finely knotted wool carpet features a light red field and medallion
center with green and blue colors. It measures 3'11 long x 2'4" wide
and appears to be in good overall condition (comes with carpet
pad).

OCHER HAND KNOTTED ACCENT RUG219

LOT #

Quilt stand measures " tall x " wide x " deep and appears to be in
nice overall condition.

MAHOGANY QUILT RACK220

Watercolor depicts a barn scene and is signed and dated lower
right "Bonnie Byland, Dec '55." Painting measures 14" x 17" visible
and is matted and mounted under glass in a period frame
measuring 19-1/2" tall x 22-1/2" wide.

VINTAGE BONNIE BYLAND WATERCOLOR221

Antique porcelain vase features a hand-painted floral motif with
applied gold accents marked "Royal Bonn, Germany, 3744/I 5290 -
214." It measures 15" tall and appears to be in good overall
condition with hairline in the base.

ANTIQUE ROYAL BONN PORCELAIN VASE222

Vase stands 11" tall and appears to in very nice overall condition.
FENTON CRANBERRY OPALESCENT SWIRL VASE223

Designed by Antonio Ruiz in 1973, Lladro porcelain figure #4849
depicts a young girl feeding ducks. It stands 6-3/4" tall and appears
to be in very nice overall condition.

VINTAGE LLADRO "FOOD FOR DUCKS" FIGURINE224

Circa 1960s Hummel figure depicts a boy playing the fiddle for his
puppy dog No. 1. It measures 5-1/2" tall and appears to be in nice
overall condition.

VINTAGE GOEBEL "PUPPY LOVE" FIGURINE225

Circa 1940s Hummel figures depicts a boy and a girl sitting in an
apple tree. Figures are pattern 141 and 142. Each measures 4-1/2"
tall and appears to be in good overall condition, but the girl has
been repaired.

VINTAGE GOEBEL "APPLE TREE BOY & GIRL"
FIGURINES

226

Includes 12 cups, 13 saucers, 8 cream soup bowls, 8 underplates,
4 egg cups, 2 cereal bowls, a dinner plate, covered casserole dish,
2 oval serving bowls, gravy boat with underplate, a, 11" platter, and
a 13" platter.

ANTIQUE ROYAL DOULTON "SHERBORNE" CHINA227

Assortment of antique black transferware including teapots, coffee
server, teacups, saucers, plates, sugar, and platter in floral motif.
(Some chips and cracks)

ASSORTED VICTORIAN BLACK TRANSFER WARE
CHINA

228

Antique Black Americana cast iron lawn ornament features a man
holding a lantern with glass globe marked "Made in Hong Kong." It
measures 26" and appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE CAST IRON LAWN JOCKEY229

Circa 1850 work table appears to be made of ash. It measures 28"
tall x 19" wide x 19" deep and appears to be in good overall
condition with respect to age.

ANTIQUE PRIMITIVE WORK TABLE230
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Pail appears to be made of brass with copper rivets and  an iron
handle. It measures 6" tall x 15" across and 14" to the top of the
handle.

ANTIQUE BRASS KETTLE231

Primitive box features a hinged top and side handles. It measures
6-1/2" tall x 29-1/2" long x 11-1/2" wide.

ANTIQUE CAMPHOR BOX232

Antique cast iron architectural pieces feature a Neoclassical motif.
Each measures 8-1/2" tall x 23" wide.

PAIR OF CAST IRON ADORNMENTS233

Fireplace wood storage box is constructed of wood with embossed
metal panels on the top, front, and left side. Box measures 21" tall
x 22" long x 15" wide.

ANTIQUE EMBOSSED HEARTH BOX234

Antique tool chest measures 9-1/2" tall x 27-1/2" long x 11-1/2"
wide. Box contains a wooden no. 324 level, screwdrivers,
wrenches, and other tools.

PRIMITIVE WOODEN TOOL BOX & ANTIQUE TOOLS235

Display cabinet is done in a mahogany finish and features two fixed
glass shelves behind two glass doors. It measures 39-1/2" tall x 32"
wide x 12" deep and appears to be in good overall condition.

TABLETOP CURIO CABINET236

Antique double drop leaf table is made of mahogany and features
dovetailed drawers with cabriole leg supports. It measures 28" tall x
11" wide x 35" long with 19" leaves and appears to be in nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE DOUBLE DROP LEAF MAHOGANY TABLE237

Antique rake has a wooden handle and 27" head (missing two
teeth). It appears to be handmade and measures 72" in overall
length.

PRIMITIVE WOODEN YARD RAKE238

Mirror measures 25" tall x 64" long and appears to be in good
overall condition.

ANTIQUE GOLD FRAMED TRIPTYCH MIRROR239

Each corbel measures 20-1/2" x 20-1/2".
PAIR OF ANTIQUE CAST IRON SHELF BRACKETS240

Shelf bracket is carved with a leaf motif. It measures 11" tall x 33"
long x 6" deep.

ANTIQUE CARVED WOODEN SHELF241

Carved wooden shelf features a putto face and wings as the
supporting bracket. It measures 9" tall x 28" wide x 7" deep.

ANTIQUE CARVED CHERUB SHELF242

Antique architectural mantel or shelf features gold gilt accents and
measures 10" tall x 94" long.

ANTIQUE ARCHITECTURAL MANTEL243

LOT #

Antique regulator wall clock is battery operated and features
character marks on the face in a wood case. It measures 22" tall x
12" wide with all the interior workings removed.

ANTIQUE REGULATOR WALL CLOCK244

Pedestal features a tapered shape and applied accents. It stands
40" tall x 16" wide x 16" deep and appears to be in nice overall
condition.

VINTAGE MAHOGANY PEDESTAL245

Cupboard features a single interior shelf behind two upper glass
doors, barley twist supports, and lower cabinet with two doors.
Hutch is all one piece and stands 86" tall x 40" wide x 20" deep. It
appears to be in good overall condition.

VINTAGE MAHOGANY CHINA CABINET246

Antique painting features the portrait of a high born lady and
appears to be unsigned. It measures 34" tall x 25-1/2" wide and is
mounted in a frame which measures 40" tall x 32" wide.

ANTIQUE OIL ON CANVAS PORTRAIT247

Antique wood dresser features a dark finish with original hardware.
It measures 37" tall x 40" wide x 20" deep and appears to be in
good overall condition.

ANTIQUE FIVE DRAWER CHEST248

Federal period mirror is in a carved mahogany frame measuring 27"
tall x 15" wide.

ANTIQUE WALL MIRROR249

19th century shaker ladder back chairs features a woven seat. It
measures 40" tall x 19" wide x 14" deep and appears to be in good
rustic condition.

ANTIQUE PRIMITIVE KITCHEN SIDE CHAIR250

Antique walnut corner cabinet features two upper shelves behind
glass doors in upper section (painted robin's egg blue) and a single
shelf in the lower section. It measures 84" tall x 52" wide x 23"
deep and appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE CORNER CABINET251

Antique plant stand or side table is made of wrought iron and
measures 22" tall x 10" across.

ANTIQUE WROUGHT IRON PLANT STAND252

Ogee mirror features a flame mahogany frame.  It was removed
from a home in Auburn NY. On the inside of the wooden back is
the name of a man and woman and their wedding date of 1831, as
apparently this piece was a wedding present. It measures 52" tall x
28-1/2" wide.

CIRCA 1831 OGEE MIRROR253

Antique table appears to be made of pine with a dark red finish and
features a single drawer.  It measures 27" tall x 26" wide x 22"
deep and appears to be in good overall condition with respect to
age.

ANTIQUE PRIMITIVE WORK TABLE254
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Early 19th century antique side chair features a woven seat and
turned supports. It measures 42" tall x 18" wide x 14" deep and
appears to be in good rustic condition.

ANTIQUE PRIMITIVE DINING SIDE CHAIR255

Oil painting on canvas features the portrait of a gentleman and
appears to be unsigned. It measures 30" x 25" and is mounted in a
mahogany frame measuring 39-1/2" tall x 34-1/2" wide.

ANTIQUE OIL ON CANVAS PORTRAIT256

Antique Empire cherry chest features four dovetailed drawers and
unusual diamond carvings. It measures 44" tall x 47" wide x 21"
deep and appears to be in good overall condition.

19th C. CHERRY CHEST OF DRAWERS257

Antique figured maple double drop leaf table features turned &
twisted legs with single dovetailed drawer. It measures 27-1/2" tall
x 21" wide x 42" long with 14" leaves and appears to be in nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE DOUBLE DROP LEAF TABLE258

19th century writing desk features two upper small drawers and a
single larger drawer with unusual painted finish and original
hardware. It measures 33-1/2" tall x 34-1/2" wide x 18" deep and
appears to be in good overall condition with some signs of wear.

ANTIQUE WRITING DESK259

19th century chair features turned supports and woven seat. It
measures 37" tall x 18" wide x 15" deep and appears to be in good
overall condition.

ANTIQUE PRIMITIVE KITCHEN SIDE CHAIR260

Rocker features a spindle back, contoured plank seat, and old
yellow paint. It measures approximately 30" tall and is marked "E.
March."

ANTIQUE CHILD'S MULE EAR ROCKING CHAIR261

Circa 1850 table features a single drawer, square tapered legs, and
molding to trim the outer edge of the table top. It measures 27" tall
x 17-1/2" wide x 17-1/2" deep and appears to be in good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE SIDE TABLE262

Two-tiered, rotating sewing caddy stands 33" tall x 13-1/2" wide x
13-1/2" deep.

ANTIQUE SEWING STAND263

Beautiful antique rocker features carved mahogany frame with
needlepoint padded set and nail head accents. It measures 41" tall
x 23" wide x 35" deep and appears to be in very nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY ROCKING CHAIR264

Antique table features turned pedestal with three legs and
scalloped top. It measures 25" tall x 15" wide x 17" deep and
appears to be in fair to good condition.

ANTIQUE WALNUT SIDE TABLE265

LOT #

Antique mahogany table features two drawers with original
hardware. It measures 28-1/2" tall x 18-1/2" wide x 18" long with 8"
leaves and appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE DOUBLE DROP LEAF TABLE266

Finely knotted wool carpet features a red field and medallion center
with cream and blue colors. It measures 5'9" long x 3'6" wide and
appears to be in good overall condition with minor moth damage on
one corner (comes with carpet pad).

SIENNA HAND WOVEN ACCENT RUG267

Antique walnut full double bed frame with black walnut detail.
There is a piece missing on one of the side rails. Headboard
measures 73" tall and footboard 29" tall. Outer dimensions of the
bed are 58" wide and 77" long. Mattress space measures 53" wide
and 73" long.

ANTIQUE EASTLAKE DOUBLE BED FRAME268

Antique mahogany commode features a marble top and
backsplash, two side drawers, single large drawer, cabinet and
original hardware. It is stamped "L. F. Powers, Manufacturer of
Furniture, Portland, Ore." on the back and measures 36" tall x 31"
wide x 15" deep.

VICTORIAN EASTLAKE WASH STAND269

Victorian era dresser with deep red walnut finish and rose marble
top. Measures 73" tall x 39-1/2" wide x 19" deep and appears to be
in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE CHEST OF DRAWERS WITH MIRROR270

High end Kittinger Furniture dresser features eight dovetailed
drawers and original hardware in pattern no. T615-1-1-L.H. It
measures 30" tall x 61" wide x 18" deep and appears to be in nice
overall condition.

VINTAGE 8-DRAWER KITTINGER MAHOGANY
DRESSER

271

Georgian style mahogany cabinet from Sligh Furniture Company
features brass lions head pulls and mahogany trim. This dresser
has 10 interior divided drawers and two tie racks. Cabinet
measures 37" tall x 47" wide x 22" deep and appears to be in very
good condition.

VINTAGE SLIGH FURNITURE BACHELORS CHEST272

Antique mahogany corner shelf features five shelves. It measures
56" tall x 12" wide and appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE CORNER KNICK KNACK SHELF273

Circa 1930s plant stand or patio table features an iris motif top and
green paint. It measures 27-1/2" tall x 12" across.

ANTIQUE CAST IRON PLANT STAND274

Circa 1920s pastel depicts a windmill with boats on the water. It is
signed lower left "R. Lemon." Painting measures 11" x 27-1/2"
visible and is mounted under glass in a frame measuring 14" tall x
30-1/2" wide.

R. LEMON PASTEL PAINTING275
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Quilt is hand and machine pieced with hand applied applique. It is
hand-quilted with thin cotton batting at 7-8 stitches to the inch.
Measures 80" x 91" and appears to be in nice overall condition.

CIRCA 1900 APPLIQUE QUILT WITH SWAG BORDER276

Quilt features hand applied applique with machine pieced long
seams. It is hand-quilted with thin cotton batting at 8-9 stitches to
the inch. Measures 80" x 91" and appears to be in good overall
condition with wear and fading consistent with age and use.

CIRCA 1870-1910 FLORAL APPLIQUE QUILT277

Quilt is hand-pieced and hand-quilted with thin cotton batting at 8
stitches to the inch. Measures 72" x 84" and is in as-found
condition with light binding wear and fading.

CIRCA 1900 GRECIAN BLOCK QUILT278

Quilt is hand-pieced and hand-quilted with thin cotton batting at 9
stitches to the inch. Measures 80" x 80" and appears to be in good
overall condition with light staining and wear consistent with age
and use.

CIRCA 1910 RED & GREEN APPLIQUE QUILT279

Includes volumes 1 and 3 of the New York Journal Illustrated
Literary Periodicals from 1855. Each book features marbled covers
with leather spines and measure 12" tall x 9-1/2" wide.

TWO ANTIQUE VOLUMES OF THE NEW YORK
JOURNAL

280

Antique leather bound book of "King Henry VI" a tragedy by William
Shakespeare was printed for John Bell, near Exeter-Exchange in
the Strand in New York in 1774. The book measures 7" tall x 4-1/2"
wide in good overall condition with a torn title page and missing
pages 275-278.

1774 COPY OF SHAKESPEARE'S "KING HENRY VI"281

Four hardbound reprints of antique novels feature gold accented
covers. Includes "Around the World in Eighty Days" by Jules Verne,
"Green Mansions" by W.H. Hudson, "The History of Tom Jones" by
Henry Fielding, and "Show Boat" by Edna Ferber.

FOUR ANTIQUE NOVELS282

Six antique books including volumes with Lord Lyton's Novels with
marbled front pieces and edges, "Bleak House" by Charles
Dickens, "Four Square Jane" by Edgar Wallace, and "Last of the
Mohicans" by James Fennimore Cooper.

ASSORTED TURN OF THE CENTURY BOOKS283

"State of Oregon - Result of Referendum on Measures Referred to
the People at Special Election November 4, 1913; All
Constitutional Amendments Adopted, and Laws Enacted by the
People at the General Election November 3, 1914 Together with
the General Laws and Joint Resolutions and Memorials Enacted
and Adopted by the Twenty-Eighth Regular Session of the
Legislative Assembly Beginning January 11 and Ending February
20, 1915." Compiled by Ben W. Olcott, Secretary of State.

1915 GENERAL LAWS OF OREGON284

LOT #

Seven antique books about world history including "Gibbon's
Rome," "India and Malaysia," "The World's History and It's
Makers," "Views of Ireland," "History of Xerxes The Great" and
more. Volumes are dated from the 1860s-1900.

ASSORTED WORLD HISTORY BOOKS285

Titles include "The Poetical Works of William Cowper" (1882), "The
Poetical Works of Lord Macaulay "(1884), and "Our Famous
Women. An Authorized Record of the Lives and Women on Our
Times" (1885).

1880s POETRY & BIOGRAPHIES286

Seven antique religious books including "Religion in the Soul," "The
Following of Christ," "The Believer's Golden Chain, Christ's
Famous Titles," "Church Service," and others. Dates range from
1820s to 1870s.

SEVEN ANTIQUE VOLUMES ON RELIGION287

Six antique books about US History including "The History of The
Supreme Court of the United States," "Life and Public Services of
Thomas A. Hendricks with Selected Speeches and Writings," "John
L. Stoddard's Lectures," "Abridgment of Blackstone's
Commentaries" and others.  Volumes are dated from the 1810s -
1900s.

SIX ANTIQUE US HISTORY BOOKS288

Eleven antique books in foreign languages dated from 1783 - 1902
with most from the mid-1800s. Some have leather embossed
covers.

ELEVEN ANTIQUE FOREIGN BOOKS289

Four antique books including two "Romances of Alexandre Dumas"
from Collier, as well as volumes II and III of "The Mysteries of
Udolpho, A Romance, Interspersed with Some Pieces of Poetry" by
Ann Ratcliffe.

FOUR ANTIQUE VOLUMES ON ROMANCE ON POETRY290

Eight antique volumes from the late 1800s to early 1900s including
"Independent Sixth Reader," "The Independent Fourth Reader,"
"Tennyson's Poems," "Home Prattler," "Our Animal Friends," "For
Little Ones," "Holiday Pastimes," as well asn 1830s personal
journal.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE CHILDREN'S BOOKS & MORE291

Includes volumes II, II, IV and V of the twelve volume set of "The
Works of Samuel Johnson, LL.D., An Essay on His Life and
Genius" by Arthur Murphy, Esq. originally published in London
1816. Books feature leather spines with gold accents.

FOUR VOLUMES OF "THE WORKS OF SAMUEL
JOHNSON, LLD

292

Includes twenty-five volumes of assorted books published by
Robert K. Haas, Inc. Publishers (Formerly Little Leather Library
Corporation), New York. Includes poetry books, novels, essays,
letters and more. Each measures 4" tall x 3" wide.

ASSORTED LITTLE LEATHER LIBRARY BOOKS293
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Includes six antique volumes of "The Genuine Works of Flavius
Josephus: Translated by William Whiston, A.M." published by
Robinson, Pratt & Co., New York in 1841. Books measure 7-1/2"
tall x 4-1/2" wide and feature leather covers with signs of age.

"THE GENUINE WORKS OF FLAVIUS JOSEPHUS"294

Includes four antique volumes of "The Works of Henry Fielding"
published by The Jefferson Press, Boston & New York. Also
includes "The Thousand and One Nights' Commonly Called The
Arabian Nights' Entertainments" by Edward William Lane, Volume
I.

FIVE VOLUMES OF "WORKS OF FIELDING" & MORE295

Includes five antique volumes of "The Stoddard Library, A
Thousand Hours of Entertainment with The World's Great Writers"
published by Geo. L. Shuman & Co., Chicago and Boston. Books
feature marbled covers with leather spines and measure 9" tall x 6"
wide.

FIVE VOLUMES OF "THE STODDARD LIBRARY"296

Includes twenty six volumes of "The Miscellaneous Works of Sir
Walter Scott" printed in Edinburgh by Adam and Charles Black,
1881. Each book features marbled covers and edges.

"THE MISCELLANEOUS WORKS OF SIR WALTER
SCOTT"

297

Five antique volumes of "Modern Eloquence" including volumes I -
III of "After Dinner Speeches," vol. V "Lectures" and "Anecdotes &
Indices." Books are published by John D. Morris and Company,
Philadelphia.

FIVE ANTIQUE VOLUMES OF "MODERN ELOQUENCE"298

Eighteen antique volumes of "The Works of William Makepeace
Thackeray" with photogravures and illustrations from original
drawings. Books are published by P.F. Collier & Son, New York.

"THE WORKS OF WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY"
BOOKS

299

Ten hand colored antique engravings featuring an assortment of
scenes of daily life. Each measures 8-3/4" tall x 10-3/4" wide with
frame.

ANTIQUE COLOR ENGRAVINGS300

Large assortment of dog collectibles including figurines, plate,
toothpick, framed print, and more with porcelain, metal and pottery.
Most items are made in England or Japan. Print measures 9" tall x
10" wide.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE DOG COLLECTIBLES301

Convex glass frame features an eagle and patriotic motif with a
picture of an army soldier. The back of the frame is stamped
"Midwest Portrait Studios." It measures 20-1/2" tall x 13" wide.

ANTIQUE WORLD WAR II FRAMED SOLDIER PORTRAIT302

Assortment of red transfer ware china including plates, teapot,
sugar bowl, teacups, saucers, and more. Marks include "Cauldon,
England" "Mason's Vista England," "Ridgway Staffordshire,

VINTAGE RED TRANSFERWARE CHINA303

LOT #
England," and others.

Includes thirteen creamware dinner plates measuring 9-1/2" across
in the "Spode's Bouquet" pattern from Copeland. Nice overall
condition but some rim chips were found.

COPELAND "SPODE'S BOUQUET" DINNER PLATES304

Antique dish features a floral motif with handle and is marked with
the crown and "D, Germany". It measures 11" across and appears
to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE DRESDEN PORCELAIN DIVIDED DISH305

Antique compote features a floral motif with pierced design and is
marked with crown "RK, Dresden, Made in Germany." It measures
10-1/4" tall x 10-1/2" across and appears to be in nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE DRESDEN PORCELAIN RETICULATED
COMPOTE

306

Includes a Wedgwood Queensware jasperware jardiniere planter,
English wood & silverplate tobacco jar humidor with shield and
ceramic insert, porcelain biscuit jar, and an art glass oil lamp.

ASSORTED MISCELLANEOUS307

Nine pieces of vintage porcelain and china including dishes,
mustache cups, 5-1/2" pitcher, vase, figurine and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE PORCELAIN & CHINA308

Ten pieces of assorted antique glass and crystal including a shoe,
marigold carnival glass bowl, five marigold glass plates, etched
plate, Flint, Mich souvenir mug, and 6-1/2" crystal bowl.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE GLASS & CRYSTAL309

Eight pieces of assorted vintage porcelain including 14k gold hand
decorated Lenox bowl, dish & swans, Belleek with black mark
sugar & creamer, and Copeland Spode cup and saucer.

ASSORTED VINTAGE PORCELAIN310

Thirteen Churchill china dinner plates in the "Herring's Hunt"
pattern. Plates depict different hunt scenes adapted from the
original copper engravings by J.F. Herring. Includes The Meet,
Breaking Cover, The Find, Full Cry, Tally Ho, and The Death. Each
plate measures 10" across and some chips can be found.

"HERRING'S HUNT" PLATES WITH HUNTING SCENES311

Ten pieces of antique English ironstone with brown transfer ware
patterns including a 17" platter, four dinner plates, two salad plates,
a bread & butter plate, sauce dish, and a milk pitcher (6-1/2" tall).
Patterns include Syria, Bow Bells, and others.

ANTIQUE BROWN TRANSFERWARE CHINA312

circa 1860s French fashion prints depicting primarily children's
costumes. Frames measure 9-1/4" x 11".

SEVEN FRAMED "LA GAZETTE ROSE" ENGRAVINGS313

Two antique oil paintings including a floral still life and a landscape
park scene with two ladies. Each measures approximately 8-1/2"
tall x 7-1/2" wide with frame and include the original "Made in Italy,
Original oil painting" tags on the back.

TWO FRAMED ITALIAN ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS314
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Includes a Leedsware Classical Creamware coffee pot, covered
sugar, and creamer as well as six small covered basket baking
dishes (made in Czechoslovakia). The coffee server stands 10" tall
and each basket measures 4" long.

ASSORTED CREAMWARE315

Antique condiment set features a reticulated footed holder with
glass holders. Silverplate bears hallmarks "S & B" with a crown,
flower and bird. It measures 14" tall to the top of the handle and
appears to be in nice overall condition.

VICTORIAN CASTOR SET316

Five Royal Doulton collectibles including "Affection" figurine of girl
holding a bunny, candlestick holder and three scenic plates. Horse
plate measures 10" across.

ASSORTED VINTAGE ROYAL DOULTON
COLLECTIBLES

317

Fourteen assorted toby mugs depicting a variety of characters --
most are marked Royal Doulton. Lot also includes one Bossons
head plaque. Tallest white mug measures 9" tall.

ASSORTED VINTAGE CHARACTER MUGS & MORE318

Antique porcelain chocolate set is marked "Bavaria" with shield &
crown mark and includes 9-1/2" pot, six cups and six saucers in
rose motif. Set appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE BAVARIAN CHOCOLATE SET319

Cut crystal champagne glasses appear to be unmarked and
measure 8" tall.

TWELVE CRYSTAL CHAMPAGNE GLASSES320

Includes a matching pair plus one single brass horse stirrup. Each
of the shoes measures approximately 8-1/2" long.

ANTIQUE BRASS CONQUISTADOR STIRRUPS321

Includes a Grindley "The Glebe Farm - After Constable" platter (14"
across), a saucer, creamer, five blue & white plates (most have
been repaired), and a hand-enameled 12" chop plate.

ANTIQUE IRONSTONE CHINA & MORE322

Violin is made in Germany with original interior label. It measures
23" long and appears to be in good overall condition with some
signs of age and use.

ANTIQUE ANTONIUS STRADIVARIUS VIOLIN COPY323

Fourteen assorted Audubon style bird engravings -- many from the
Collection of the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company.
Includes Louisiana heron, red-breasted merganser, shoveller duck,
Canada goose, trumpeter swan, Mallard duck, canvas-back duck,
pitted merganser, loon, bar-tailed godwit, and others. Unframed
prints measure approximately 16" x 21".

COLLECTION OF AUDUBON PRINTS324

Seven assorted Audubon style bird engravings -- many from the
Collection of the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company.
Includes common ptarmigan, wild turkey, sharp-tailed grouse, Key
West dove, ruffled grouse, pinnated grouse, and willow grouse.

COLLECTION OF AUDUBON GAME BIRD PRINTS325

LOT #
Unframed prints measure approximately 16" x 21".

Twenty-four assorted Audubon style bird engravings -- many from
the Collection of the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company.
Includes blue winged teal, Mallard duck, red-breasted merganser,
trumpeter swan, Louisiana heron, wild turkey, willow grouse, ruffled
grouse, pinnated grouse, and others. Unframed prints measure
approximately 16" x 21".

COLLECTION OF AUDUBON BIRD PRINTS326

Carving features the upland game bird - the ruffed grouse. It
appears to be unsigned and measures 9-1/2" tall x 5-1/2" wide x
9-1/2" long.

HAND CARVED RUFFED GROUSE FIGURE327

Antique post topper features a horse head with hitching ring. It
measures 12-1/2" tall x 4-1/2" across at the base.

CAST IRON HORSE HEAD HITCHING POST TOPPER328

Three Victorian era mirrors including a wood framed hand mirror, a
small gold framed federal mirror and a cheval dressing mirror
measuring 11" tall x 9" wide x 6" deep at base.

THREE ANTIQUE MIRRORS329

Assortment of antique collectibles including jewelry chest, made in
Germany toy top, leather gloves, blue willow saucer & platter
(cracked), transferware saucers, spoons, creamer (chipped) and
sugar. Chest measures 9-1/2" tall x 7-1/2" wide.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE COLLECTIBLES330

Console bowl is hand-painted with a berry motif and gold accents.
It measures 5-1/2" tall x 11" wide and appears to be in nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE FOOTED FRUIT BOWL331

Assorted antique white china including a circa 1842-1867 pitcher
measuring 7" tall, condiment pot, and two sugars with gold accents
(one is missing lid).

ASSORTED ANTIQUE WHITE CHINA332

Antique balance scale is embossed "Forge, Kilo" on the base and
includes brass trays and additional bowl. It measures 9" tall x
16-1/2" long.

ANTIQUE FRENCH FORGE CAST IRON BALANCE
SCALE

333

Includes a copper tea kettle and a stoneware jug.
KITCHEN PRIMITIVES334

Doll sized porch swing measures 21" tall x 17" wide x 12" deep and
appears to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE HAND-MADE MINIATURE PORCH SWING335

Three antique electric table lamps features carved marble bases in
assorted styles and include three lampshades. Tallest lamp
measures 30-1/2" tall.

THREE ANTIQUE MARBLE TABLE LAMPS336
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Assortment of antique marble boxes (one with "Maas Brother
Import, Italy" tag), carvings, figures and more. Tallest piece
measures 9" tall x 5" wide.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE MARBLE CARVINGS337

Approximately 50 views -- mainly dated in the late 1800s. Includes
scenes of people, buildings, travel, and more.

ASSORTED STEREO OPTIC VIEW CARDS338

Viewer is etched with a scroll motif. It is stamped "Exposition
Universale Internationale 1900 HC White Co." and bears a last
patent date of 1902.

ANTIQUE "PERFECSCOPE" STEREO OPTIC VIEWER339

They measures 16-1/2" long x 18" wide.
CAST IRON FIREPLACE ANDIRONS340

Assortment of antique hardware including knobs, scissors, skeleton
keys and more.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE HARDWARE & MORE341

Two antique baskets including a splint woven basket measuring
13" tall x 11-1/2" wide and a smaller basket.

TWO ANTIQUE BASKETS342

Three antique electric table lamps feature carved marble bases in
assorted styles and includes three lampshades. Tallest lamp
measures 22-1/2" tall.

THREE ANTIQUE MARBLE TABLE LAMPS343

Lot includes an Imperial Glass "Tradition" birthday cake plate with
72 candle holders (13" across) as well as an ironstone thunder mug
(5" tall x 9" across).

BIRTHDAY CAKE PLATE & CHAMBER POT344

Assorted cast iron including weather vanes, kettle and bucket with
spigot planters measuring 12" tall x 16" wide. All appear to be in
nice overall condition.

ASSORTED VINTAGE CAST IRON345

Assortment of wooden collectibles including a pair of shoe molds
marked "9.5, C, 6F" measuring 4" tall x 12" long, a wooden bread
board embossed "Give Us This Day Our Daily Bread," and a
shaker.

ASSORTED WOODEN COLLECTIBLES346

Large assortment of antique prints and ephemera including prints,
natural history sheets, French printed letters booklets, biographical
photo sheets, and more. Geese photo mat measures 11-1/2" tall x
14-1/4" wide.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE PRINTS & EPHEMERA347

Clay pipe measures 13-1/2" long and appears to be in good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE CLAY TOBACCO PIPE348

Antique hat shows signs of age and wear.
VICTORIAN BEAVER TOP HAT349

LOT #

Three antique convex glass frames including one with gold frame
and wedding photo plus two more. Each measures approximately
15-1/2" tall x 11-1/2" wide.

THREE ANTIQUE CONVEX GLASS FRAMES350

Assortment of antique glass including a Scotts Mills, Ore. souvenir
glass, blue bird trinket dish, milk glass hen on nest lid, flower frog,
and more. Tallest piece measures 9" tall.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE GLASSWARE & MORE351

Eight pieces of assorted glass and china including a creamer,
trinket box, bell, 7" teapot, man & woman figures, clear dish and
water pitcher with fruit motif.

ASSORTED GLASS & CHINA352

Thirteen frames containing avian prints including natural history
plates and more. The largest frame measures 16" tall x 14" wide.

ANTIQUE FRAMES & BIRD PRINTS353

Includes seven antique frames in assorted shapes and size - some
with prints. Large black frame measures 15" tall x 14" wide.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE FRAMES354

Includes thirteen antique frames in assorted shapes and sizes -
some with prints. Matching oval set measures 8-1/2" tall x 11-1/2"
wide.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE FRAMES355

Assortment of antique children's clothing including christening
gown, dress, nightgowns, hat and more.

ANTIQUE CHILDREN'S CLOTHING & MORE356

Runner measures 94-1/2" long x 28-3/4" wide and features a floral
motif.

VINTAGE NEEDLEPOINT RUNNER357

Includes a lady's antique day dress and a child's gingham dress
(torn).

TWO ANTIQUE DRESSES358

Includes various antique and vintage dolls with handmade
garments and an oak splint chair; chalkware doll head, 13" Ideal
Doll P-80, an 18" baby doll with damage, and a 10" porcelain head
doll.

ANTIQUE DOLLS & MORE359

High relief plaque depicts putti beside a fountain.  It is in a rust
wood frame measuring 30-3/4" x 21-1/2" tall.

FRAMED CHERUB PLAQUE360

Four antique busts and figures including two young lady busts (girl
with braid measures 13-1/2" tall x 7" wide), a figurine of a young
man marked "1742" on the base with Italian "Borghese" tag, and a
French gold gilt lady.

ANTIQUE CHALKWARE BUSTS & FIGURES361

Rococo baroque style shelves features a gold finish and measure
11" tall x 10" wide.

ANTIQUE PAIR OF GOLD DECORATIVE SHELVES362
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Late 19th century cast metal figure of French inventor Denis Papin.
Stands 11-1/2" tall.

ANTIQUE ANSONIA "DENIS PAPIN" FIGURE363

Antique coal scuttle box features an oak case with brass hardware.
It measures 12-1/2" tall x 11" wide and appears to be in good
overall condition.

ANTIQUE COAL SCUTTLE364

Includes eight prints and pressings of flowers in assorted sizes as
well as some loose prints and glass. Largest frame measures
25-1/4" tall x 17-1/2" wide.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE FRAMED FLOWER PRINTS &
PRESSINGS

365

Hexagonal brass candle lantern with etched glass panels stands
18" tall.

VINTAGE BRASS LANTERN366

Assortment of Christmas decor and collectibles including plates,
crepe honeycomb bells, ornaments, and more. The largest plate
measures 12" square.

ASSORTED CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY DECOR367

Antique oil painting depicts a woman with her Scottish terrier in
front of an estate signed lower left by listed artist Jan Bauch-GrafaIt
(1891-?). It measures 30" tall x 24-1/2" wide.

ANTIQUE STRETCHED OIL ON CANVAS368

Measures 20" across.
VINTAGE SHIP'S WHEEL369

Cherry foot stool has turned legs and measures 12" tall x 13" long x
9-1/2" deep. It appears to be in very good overall condition.

SMALL VINTAGE WOODEN STOOL370

Vintage foot stool has a hand made needlepoint cover with a repair
in the center. Stool stands 12" tall x 15" long x 13-1/2" deep.

VINTAGE NEEDLEPOINT FOOTSTOOL371

Two hand-painted ceramic planters made in Portugal. They are
signed by the artist and each measures 9" tall x 12" wide x 12"
deep.

PAIR OF HAND-PAINTED JARDINIERES372

Measures 20" tall x 26" long.
VINTAGE MODEL SHIP373

Four antique portraits in period frames including two with convex
glass. Largest frame measures 24" tall x 19-1/2" wide.

FRAMED ANTIQUE PORTRAITS374

Measures 18" tall x 24" long.
VINTAGE MODEL SHIP375
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